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RORRER'S IMPBOVED GUTTER BRACKET AND SUPPORT. tect the surface of the paint from the action of radient heat as far from the perp':'ndicular on one side as the direct beam 
is from the perpendicular on the other side. I want now 
to prove the same with regard to radiant heat by a very The engraving represents a method of securing eaves gut

ters to buildings whereby beauty and usefulness are both se
cured. The brackets, now usually merely ornamental ap
pendages, are, in this device, made of use in supporting the 
'gutter, while �hat service does not detract from their office as 
ornaments. The tops of the brackets-which may be made 
of any form desired�are hollowed to receive the gutter, the 
back eoge of which is held in place by the projection of the 

to which the whole thing was exposed, while the other part 
of the surface, which was not 
covered with gold leaf, has 
become blistered. Where 
the gold leaf was present it 
prevented the rapid absorp
tion of the heat. 

I have here a sheet of pa
per covered on one side with 
iodide of mercury, a sub
stance which has its color 
discharged by heat. On the 
other side of the paper there 

rough experiment, and show you that it obeys the same law 
as light. I take this piece of tin, which will reflect heat, and 
hold it so that the radiant heat from tbis fire will fall upon 
it, and then be reflected, according to the law I have just men
tioned, on to the face of the pile. I have no doubt that reflect
ed heat will warm the face of the pile, and cause the needle 
to move towards me. We' thus see that heat exhibits the 
same law in this respect as light. 

!!i!MiitlJlilMi!i!!!IlJ are certain figures repre
sented by a thin coating of metal. I place the paper with 
the iodide of mercury side downwards; and over the other 
side I will hold a hot spatula which will radiate heat to the 
surface of the paper. Where the thin coating of metal is', 
the heat will be rejected, but where the paper is not coated 
the heat will be absorbed, and then it will reach the iodide of 
mercury on the other side and destroy its color. You will 
find that in this way we shall produce on the underside of the 
paper a perfect picture of the figures on the upper side, for 
you will find that the red color of the iodide of mercury will 

. remain underneath the metal coating. for that coating has 
the power of rejecting the heat as the gold leaf rejected the 
heat in the other case, and so protected the paint and pre
vented its blistering. [The experiment was performed with 
a successful result.] 

eaves, and the front by strips of metal secured to the front 
edges of the brackets, and provided with a hooked end to 
embrace the edge of the gutter. The result is a neat and 
secure device for supporting eaves gutters. The attention of 
builders and others is directed to this economical and efficient 
device. Territorial and manufacturing rights are for sale by 
the patentee. 

I wanted to make one or two experiments more, and I wished 
to do so, as before, by means of our thermo-electric pile; but 
I find that the needle does not act freely although the pilo 
does its duty. Hence I think I must tell you by my tongae 
wbat that needle, if it W3re in a proper condition, would have 
told you by its motion. I intended to make tbe needle my 
voice but it has become dum b. I wanted to show you that this 
thing we call radiant heat passes in very different degrees 
through different bodies. I wanted first to compare the pas
sage of heat through glass with its passage through other 
bodies. 'Iha"e here a piece of rough glass, and I have also 
a beautiful sUbstance-a very common one, but to me more 
precious than the diamond, though the diamond is a beauti
ful thing. This substance is rock salt. This would allow 
heat to pass through it with perfect freedom, while the glass 
would cut it off. So with different liquids. I have here a 
liquid called ;bisulphide of carbon. and here Ihave some of 
the well known liquid called water. If I filied one cell with 
water and another with bisulphide of carbon, I should find 
that the bisulpbide of carbon would transmit heat with great 
freedom, while the water would not transmit it at all. Wa
ter is, indeed, as regards heat, one of the most opaque bodies 
in nature to all but incandescent or luminous heat. It is a 
perfectly opaque body to all rays emitted, say from the sur
face of a boiling kettle, or from the heated cube, or from the 
cheek of the young philosopher who helped me in an experi
ment in the early part of this lecture. During the burning 
of Her Majesty's Theater the heat strack upon the windows 
of a club house opposite, and as the glass would not allow 
the heat to pass through, the windows became hot, and thus 
the glass was broken. Had those windows been composed of 
rock salt the heat would have passed through them, and they 
would have remained perfectly cool, although there might 
have been an efflux of the most powerful radiant heat. If 
time allows, I will show you in the next lecture that we can 
b'lil w ater by radiant heat passing through bisulphide of car
bon, though the same heat does not boil the bisulphide of 
carbon through which it is transmitted, notwithstanding that 
bisulphide of carbon boils at a lower temperature than water. 

Patented through the Scientific American Patent Agency, 
Feb. 4.1868, by Jeremiah E. Rohrer. Rohrersville, Md. 

�lu�ttntta. 
HEAT AND COLD. 

BY JOlIN TYNDALL, ESQ" LL. D, F.R.S. 
Lecture V.-·Contlnued. 

You see I have here two sheets of tin, M N and 0 P, one 
covered with lampblack, and the other uncovered. I place 
them facing each other, and I put this stand exactly midway 
between them. Now, I have a little device her.e-a telltale-

which will inform me which of these plates is heated. Sup
poee I heat. t1is plate. Observe what occurs at the magnetic 
needle. I simply warm that plate by putting my finger upon 
it. The red end of the needle moves towards me. I cannot 
explain the wonderful power which moves .the needle. It is 
what we call an elecLric current, and is produced by the union 

·pe two metals Qf the thermo-electric pile, When the plate 
is hea';� ;mu ee that a deflection of the needle is produced. 
The needle will retu6:.t /) ';8ro when I withdraw my hand. I 
want you now to judge which of these two surfaces absorbs 
radiant heat most freely. The needle will not rest at zero 
unless these two plates are exactly at the same temperature. 
If one becomes warmer than the other the needle will deviate 
f:"om zero. Thus we have it in our power to determine which 
plate absorbs heat mObt greedily, Now Mr. Cottrell will give 
me a ball of cop�r which is heated to redness. You observliI 
it is radiating its heat as a IvmiuouR body radiatell lill'ht 
[The red hot copper ball was pHlced eqUidistant between th .. 
two plates of tin, one of which was coated witll lampblack. 
In a few seconds the �eedle of the pole began to travel frQJII. 
the zero.] Thus we' prov:e that this surface coated with laUi� 
black, which is the best radiator, is also the best ab�orbelr 
We might experiment with a variety of substances in this 
way, and prove that great differences exist as regards their 
ausorpUve powers. 

It is very wonderful what a slight and trivial thing will be 
sufficient to prevent the' absorption �f radiant, heat. I have 
here lin exceedingly in�tructive substance.' It is a piece of 
paint given me by �"Bms, of the firm of Bell and Co. A 
portion of this paint is coated with gold leaf, and though the 
gold leaf is infinitesimally thin, it has been competent to pro-

The radiation of heat obeys the same btws as the radiation 
of light, and it obeys the law of reflection due to light. This 
we can illustrate by means of our beautiful thermo·electric 
pile; but I will first of all make a single experiment that 
shall impress upon our minds the law accord!ng to 'which 
light is reflected. It is a very eimple experiment, but I trust 
it will be very effective as far as regards the proof ·of the law. 
Mr. Cottrell. who knows my requirements very well, is now 
placing there in front a little looking. glass. G G. I intend to 
send a beam of light, a b, from the electric lamp, t, towards 
the mirror G G. The beam will strike upon the mirror, and 
be reflected. How? So that the reflected beam will Ii" as 
much on the left of this iniex, a b, which is perpendicular to 
the mirror, as the direct beam lies upon the right side of it. 
There are two terms employed in connection with this subject 

which the elder boys ought to remember. This angle, g, 
made between the perpendicular, a b (Fig. 5). and the line, c a 
along which the di-

• 

rect ray goes to the 
mirror, is called the 
angte of incidence.
The angle, h, be
we. the perpendi

cular a b, and the re
sected rl1oY, a f, is 
caUed the angle of 
re,&cticm: and the 
la WIlS regards both light and heat is this-that ., the angle 
of incidence is equal to the angle, of reflection." If I am 
right in what I have stated you will find the reflected beam 
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I have told you that different bodies, both solid and liquid, 
possess the power of transmitting heat in different degrees. 
Now, the body which absorbs the radiant heat, instead of 
transmitting it, becomes warm by the absorption. Ice is a 

body which is exceedingly opaque to the rays of heat, but 
allows light to pass through with freedom. I intend to place 
a piece of ice in tlte path of a beam from the electric lamp, 
and which will be: a mixed ray of heat and light. The ice 
will stop by far the greater portion of the radiant heat, and 
the heat will be lodged within the ice. But the temperature 
of ice cannot be raised beyond 32° Fahrenheit without the ice 
beginning to melt, so that the portion of the beam arrested 
by the ice will occupy itself in liquefying the interior of the 

It will liquefy the ice iQ,ternally, and I want you to Bee 
wonder and the beauty involved in this beautiful Bub

stance which you skate over every winter, but, perhaps, never 
think of. This beam of light and heat passing into the ice 
will dissect the ice and separate the crystals, and you will see 
the beautiful figures into which the ice resolves itself. The 
ice will break up internally into most beautiful flowers con
sisting of six :petals. In order to enable you to see these 
figures I must magnify them very much, and for that pur
pose I shall cause an image of them to be thrown on this 
large white screen. The lamp is placed in the gallery to in
crease the distance from the screen, and so make the figures 
appear larger. Mr. Cottrell has a lens there, and he will 
now take a pl.ece of ice, and make the surface smooth by put
ting it on a valID body, and then place it in the 1?ath of the 
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b�am. The ice has been cut panillel to the plane of freezing 
from a block of the so-called Wenham Lake ice. It has been 
cut, I say, parallel to the surface along which the ice gr0wB. 
[After a short time the image of the ice-flowers began to ap
pear on the screen.] I do not know any experiment that I 
have ever made which is more delicate and beautiful than 
this. The flowers are growing largelr and larger. First of 
all you see these leaves, and within you see a crimping. 
Those spaces which you see are spaces entirely devoid of air, 
for you know that the water Occup'les less space than the ice. 
The ice is larger than the water which formed it, and as the 
inner portions of this piece of ice melt, the water occupies 
le,Bi1 space than the ice, and a smaH vacuum is produced at· 
that spot. This screen presents a glorious surface of ice
flowe:r;s. Every particle of ice is built up in this beautiful 
way. The ice has now become disintegrated, but I do not 
think y our patience has been ill rewarded . 

. _-

TURNING A MOVABLE WHEEL AROUND A FIXED 

WHEEL. 

H How many revolutions on its own axis will a movable 
wheel make in rolling once around a fixed wheel of the same 
diameter ?" 

In the earlier stage of this discussion, the two·revolution 
philosophers found no fault with the terms of the original 
question, as above presented, but without any qualification 
took the position that our answer, " one," was an error, and 
theirs, "two," the only true and correct reply. One of these 
champions, referring to the terms of the question, says, "It 
seems impossible to conceive how it could have been more 
clearly put, and we think its propounder deserves great credit 
for its extremely direct and explicit language." 

But as the discussion proceeds, the two-revolution philoso
phers appear to have become sensible of the necessity of at
taching new conditions or explanations to the original ques
tion, in order to render their several positions tenable. One 
portion of them think that it ought to be expressly statedas 
part of the question, whether the axis is to be stationary, or 
is to revolve with the wheel; forif it revolves, the wheel will 
turn only once on its axis, but if stationary the wheel will 
turn twice on its' axis. 

To these we have replied that they might make the axis 
fixed or stationary, just as best suited them. In our view, the 
number of revolutions made by the wheel upon its own axis, 
will be precisely the same in either case, namely, one. Others 
of the dual philosophers deem it important that the word 
axis should be more explicitly defined. Some want the axle
tree, or journal on which a wheel ordinarily turns, to be de
fined as the axis. Others want the axis to be settled as being 
an imaginary point or line, drawn through the center of the 
moving wheel. To these we have answered that they 
might take their choice, a,,�it did nQt a.ffect fhe practical re

sult, for the wheel will make the same turnl'l.on its own axis, 
whether the latter is delfined as a point or a bearing. 

With another portion of th\l two·revolution philosophers 
the daylight is beginning to dawn. They begin to see that 
unless the axial plane of both wheels is the same, all their 
mathematical calculations, postulates, theorems, astronomical 
references, and other supports, together with the dual con
clusion based -thereon, are likely to fall. They have been 
invited to answer explicitly whether the movable wheel in 
figure 11, made one or two revolutions upon its own axis; 
but have not yet responded. We also learn that our city two
revolution friends have been too modest to appear at the Print
ing Wheel M;lnufactory to claim their prizes, worth $10 each, 
deliverable on showing that the printing wheel turned twice 
on its own axis in . rolling once' around a fixed wheel of the 
same diameter. Perhaps they did not wish to bankrupt the 
correspondent who made the offer, by carrying off his entire 
stock in trade. 

Here is a diagram of a little contrivance on the same prin
ciple as the printing wheel which any two-revolution philoso
pher, residing at· a distance may readily construct. B is a 

Fig.1S. 

wheel set ill a forked handle, C. Now rbll'B once a 
flxed wheel, A, of same diameter, such as a table leg or a bot
tle and if you succeed in making B turn more than once upon 
its axis, then come to town with confidence and take home one 
of the $10 prizes offered last week. 

We have lately made count of the wheel letters, and find 
we have some five hundred on hand; and still they come. 
We beg to remind correspondents that there are many other 
interesting topics that should engaga their attention; and 
for fear that all their ideas will turn into wheels if the dis· 
cussion is prolonged, we feel under the necessity of now mov
iug the previous question, Those of our way of thinking will 
say "one." Contrary minds" one and a quarter" "two" 
" three," or .. four," according to their several positions. E�
cept'for some novel or interesting comment we propose with 
1\:16 present number �o dismiss the subject. 

� dtutific �tUttitau. 
To the many esteemed correspondents who have taken part 

in the diseussion we return our thanks for the candid and 
courteous manner in which they have presented their v iews .  

MESSRS. E!DITO�S :-1 think in counting the revolutions of a :vheel. on Its aXIS from a pointer indicating its axial line, sal,d pomter should not be allowed to revolve (as in W. E. 
H. s model) but should always point in the same direction s9:J:' to on� ?f t�e points of the compass. The mere chan�g' �f Its posltlOn ls.no reason why it should change its directlOn.. On referrmg to the accompanying diagram, it will be readIly seen that the movable wheel B makes two revolutions on its axis while passing aroudd the fixed wheel A on�e, its �o.int�r, J?, having . bee!l in conjunction with 'th� pOluter, E, mdlCatmg the aXIal hne twice during its circuit. 

Fig. 19. 

1 would add �hat the ta,�t of the movable wheel winding 
the end of a stnng around Itself only once while performing 
its circuit, the other end being held !,}cross thc center of the 
�xed wheel, i.s n?,t a .proof o,f one revolution, as some of my 

one revolutIOn fnends WIll have it, but a distinct proof of 
�wo .revolut�ons, whicb 1 think 1 can make' clear by the follow
mg IllustratIOn. 

�t bei�g conc�ded that the moon makes a revolution on its aXIS whIle passmg around the. earth, we will suppose one 
end of a line fastened to ,the moon and the other end held on 
the earth. How many times would the moon wind the line 
around itself while passing ollce around ,the earth ? We must 
answer, no tjme8: Now suppose tI;tatby sonie cause it made 
two reVolutH: ms,lllstead of one on ItS. axis, how many times 
would the hne be wound around on completing a circuit. 
We now answer once, of course, cO)lsequently proving" two 
revolutions" instead of " one." 

Two miter,wheels, onefixedaIid the other. held in position 
by means of an axle tastened at right angles to the axle of the 
fixed wheel and made to revolve around it in gear with the 
fixed wheel, seems to be regarded as an illustr&tion of the 
,. one reyolution" theory. 1 think it should not be noticed in con!lectIOn with this question, it being in fact but a wheel rollmg on a plane, describing a circle of its own diameter the plane of the wheel being at right angles (or nearly so) t� 
the plane on which it rolls. . A. W. BROWNE. 

Brooklyn, N. Y. 
�: W. B.'s !etter was accompanied by a very neat model, of 

whieb ebe d� .. m, Fig. 19, is a view .. A fixed wheel, B. 
movable wheel, and C, a bar-carrier, which conveys the 
w�eel , B, around A. The ends of bar, C, are pivoted upon 
Wrlsts, b; the dotted lines indicate different 'positions of C. 
D, index attached 'to B; E, index attached to bar, C ; the cen
ter pin of E forms the journal or axle on which B turns. 
�, Th�s device differs not essentially from those presented by 
W. E. H" pages 150 and 166. In all of them that portion of 
the car?ier which supports the movable wheel has the axis of 
motion at the center of the fixed wheel. In Fig. 19, the 
movable wheel makes one revolution on its own axis in roll
ing once around the.fixed wheel, as may be readily proved 
by ex.tending t.he cord, F, from g, to the movable wheel on 
which the cord wUl wind once. But A.,W. B. appeals to the 
moon and earth to prove that, because a. cord from.a fixed 
wheel to ,a moving wheel winds once, therefore the latter 
turns twice on its axis. As neither 'of the bodies on which 
he depends are fixed, we submit that his appeal cap.not rest. 

Having called A. W� B.'s attention last week to Fig. 11, in 
which the one revolution of the moving wheel upon its own 
axis is isolated, and made distinctive, our correspondent, it 
will b e observed, declines to attempt to apply his two-revolu
tion doctrines thereto. 

MESSRS. EDITORS.:-While the learned are demonstrating 
that a wheel revolvmg around another of the Eame size the latter. being fixed, will turn on its own axis twice, wm'you 
I?ermlt an. unlette�ed farmer to have his say? I have care
tully stud18d the dIagrams on pageJ06 present volume, and notwithstanding the apparent clearn'ess of the demo�stra� tions,I can demonstrate their fallacy thus: .' Postulate, attach one endof a cord to the rim of a wheel, and the' other end to a fixed.axle prOjecting from the center Or the wheel, and the cord WIll be wound once around the prOjection at each revo
lutio� of the,wheel, on its o,wn axis. Now, any one can see, by expenments, or by a careiul s,tudy of the diagram of Mr. Hepburn, that such a cord would be wound but once around the sUPl?osed projection, while the wheel was passing once 
around Its fellow. Ergo, the wheel made but one revolution 
on its own axis' WM BASSETT 

Birmingham, Mich, ' .  

P. S . .:-Ot course these gentlemen mIl find out in due 
time, that one of the revolutions of the wheel is n�t on its 
own axis, but on the axis of the fixed wheel. N. B. 

�ESSRS. EDITORS :-The" wheel problem" has pro ba bly 
eXClted more thought and investigation,. and will end in more 
bene�t'to a large . class of your' readers than any similar 
questlOn started III your paper' tor years. With a simple 
model it is not difficult to convince nine out of ten that the 
wheel revolves twice on' its axis in rolling once around the 
fix.ed vy-heel, and very difficult to convince them th. the 
aXls be�g .carried around the ('ircle with the revolving wheel 
�eutrah�es o�e half t��e apparent result, showing the revolu
tlOn on ItS aXIS to.be once.", The writer is not therefore 
" astonished. at your patience " in keeping the qu�stion open: 
the result of which :vill be to open the eyes of many 0 your 
readers, and also to mcrease your subscliption list. 

. INVESTlG.'\.TQR. 
West Pittsfield. Mass. ' 
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��SRS: �DIT?RS.:-I am s'ea,rching for new and important prmClples m sClentlfic knowledge, and at first 1 did not see the benefit that could possibly be derived from the discussion of the wheel question. But, nOw I really think 1 see the 

point; and I conc�ive it to be in the center of the fixed wheel 
III the form of a PIVOt, a, upon Which we will place a lever, 

C, fixed to the lever we will put the axle, b, and a pointer, c, 
Now we will place upon the axle the movable wheel B and 
we �re ready for the original question, to which we shali pay 
speCIal attentIOn. 

How many revolutions will a movable wheel make r01ling 
Mound a fixed wheel? Around is the. word that governs the 
answer, and signifies moving in a circle. Every circle has a 
center-no matter if it is only imaJ:?inary-and for the bene
fit of my many friends, 1 have prOVIded the lever with a con
venient handle to tbe center of the fixed .wheel, so they ,can 
all take hold and roll the movable.wheel once aroIDld·the 
fixed wheel, and then they will be able to decide by carefully 
watching the change of position of the pointer, how many 
times the movable wheel turn.s (lin its own axis. 1 am for 

" one." L. J. COHOON. 
Whitesville, Ind. 

l\'IESSRS. EDITORS :-1 would like to ask you just" one" 
question about the "two " wheel problem. If you should 
slide (ll!Jt revolve) the movable wheel entirely around the 
fixed wheel, would the movable wheel make a revolution, or 
any part ot a revolution, upon its axis? 

What a tempest you have raised upon this subject. The 
old and the young are in a jangle over it. The unmarried of 
uncertain ages still adhere to ., one." The pretty young la
dies declare they must be ,. won." Under your lead the 
" ones " have it. Their hope is in you, and, like Sumner, 
their cry is, " Stick," that" one"-ders may not cease. 

Woburn, Mass. R. W. P. 

MESSRS. EDITORS :-We have tried the wheel experiment 
repeatedly,looked at it in every possible light, and have final. 
ly come to the conclusion that you areri�ht, This is tl)e uni
versal verdict of many persons here. '1'0 the superficial ob. 
server it would appear to make two revolutions, b1j.t upon 
trial 1 cal!l readily see that the. movable wheel makes bqt one 

. :revolution on. 'ifs own axl!, lind one !evolution' 'a!'otJi!tl the 
center of thii.fiH«i wheel. . 

'l;,lJ, 
Mt. Leballpn, N . .Y. 

. 

Bring�ng the Wheel Question to a pJ:flctical issue: 
MESSR�" EPITORS :-1 , hav� always, lield,that. a, D;lovable 

wheel makes but
, 
,
.
one revolution on its monaxi,S<I

.
' n r

. 

oiling onca 
around a fi�ed wheel of. th� same size. < t have born'e the as· 
saults a�d rese�rches of the." two revolution "  ]J'arty' with 
commendable patience. I have been kept out of'bed until 
two o'clockinthe'morning quietly answering objections. My 
plate has been revolved until my.pork-and beans w�re cold. 
My biscuits'have come to table lined and figured, evidently 
with a piece of burnt· wood. Bridget has' complained of a 
mysterious disappearance of sauce: pan lids:,' My imlky .wheels 
have several times been removed. Yesterday,'however, my 
eq uable temper, broke down;. when orie' of the '.' two' revolu
lutionists" brought.themooninto thedillcussipn.' NowItake 
notice that when one calls.the Il).oon to,bis ass�tance·he is in 
a bad case.' For example, when a .man,tries to convince me 
that the moon is made of. green c;heese; he is a 'fool, or takes 
me for one. ' The old' woman, who tried'to dissuade lier son 
from Sabbath :breaking by citing the shocking example and 
punishment of tbe "Man in the MOl?n," was at fault both in 
religion and science. Messrs. E\litors,.that old.woman is not 
dead yet. In short, L am ' a plain, matter-oHact man, and 
consider all those;kinds of celestial appeals;ciolrie they from 
professor or pedler, as mere moonshi.ne. . 

This question can be brought to a practical issue: If a 
whole wheel makes two revolutions in rolling once around a 
fixed wheel of the same size, a half wheel must make one 
iohole revolution in rolling half way around a fixed wheel of 
equal diameter. A corduroy road and a wheel-barrow hav
ing but a half wheel, will furnish the apparatus to try this on. 
See sketch, which explains itself. 

Anyone wishing to try the experiment may address 
JOB STUBBS. 

Practical Lodge, Western Wilderness. 
Fig. 21. 

WHEELER-" Two Revolutions, or One?" 
W:a:EELEE-" Ok! ONE!" 
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